Digitizing the Non-Digital: Creating
a Global Context for Events,
Artifacts, Ideas, and Information
This paper discusses some of the problems associated with
search and digital-rights management in the emerging age
of interconnectivity. An open-source system called Context
Driven Topologies (CDT) is proposed to create one global
context of geography, knowledge domains, and Internet
addresses, using centralized spatial databases, geometry,
and maps. The same concept can be described by different words, the same image can be interpreted a thousand
ways by every viewer, but mathematics is a set of rules to
ensure that certain relationships or sequences will be precisely regenerated. Therefore, unlike most of today’s digital
records, CDTs are based on mathematics first, images second, words last. The aim is to permanently link the highest
quality events, artifacts, ideas, and information into one
record documenting the quickest paths to the most relevant
information for specific data, users, and tasks. A model
demonstration project using CDT to organize, search, and
place information in new contexts while protecting the
authors’ intent is also introduced.

■

Statement of the problem

Human history is composed of original events, artifacts,
ideas, and information translated into records that are
subject to deciphering and interpretation by future generations (figure 1). It’s like putting together a puzzle, except
that each person assembling bits and pieces of the same
information may end up with a different picture.
We are at a turning point in the history of humanity’s
collective knowledge and expertise. We need more precise
ways to structure questions and more interactive ways to
interpret the results. Today, there is nearly unlimited
access to online knowledge collections, information services, and research or educational networks to preserve
and interpret records in more efficient and creative ways.1
There is no reason digital archiving and dissemination
techniques could not also be used to streamline redundancies between collections, build cross-references more
methodically.2 Content should be presented and techniques utilized according to orderly specifications. This
will help to document work more responsibly, making
shared records more correct, interesting, and complete.
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The open-source system proposed, Context Driven
Topologies (CDT), packs and unpacks ideas and information in themes similar to museum exhibitions using specifications created by each author and network. Data layers
are formed by registering unique combinations of geography, knowledge domains, and Internet addresses to create
multidimensional shapes showing where data originate,
where they belong, and how they relate to similar information over time. The topologies can be manipulated to
consolidate and compare multiple sources to identify the
most reliable source, block out repetitious or irrelevant
background information, and broadcast precise combinations of ideas and information to and from particular
places. “Places,” in this sense, means geographic region
and cultural background, knowledge domain and education level, and all of their corresponding online resources.
Modern information must be searchable on multiple and simultaneous levels.3 Today’s searches occur
for a number of reasons that did not exist when most
current collections, repositories, and publications were
created. Digital records have the potential to reach far
broader audiences than original events, artifacts, and
ideas. Therefore, digitized items and the acts of publishing and referencing over networks could theoretically
serve a longer-term and more expanded purpose than
most individual collections, repositories, or publications
are designed to serve.
There is no shortage of interesting work to look at. We
live in a complex world that is just recently being digitized, mapped, analyzed, and broadcast over the Internet
in fine detail and compelling overall relationships. Many

Figure 1. 50 Word Word-Search-Puzzle (Courtesy of Kevin Lightner)
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of these relationships require mathematics, images, and
maps to explain them. We need more than keywords
to explore and reference all that has been documented,
but we have formed the habit of using keywords and
machine-based classification schemes. The entire digital
world is in a mire of conflicting priorities, funding opportunities, and intellectual quests toward the future. To
advance humanity’s collective curiosity and knowledge,
and to coordinate similar efforts across disciplines and
cultures, we need one form of record keeping. One global
context to show:
1.
2.
3.

Where ideas and information begin;
If the original is non-digital (e.g., an artifact or real
world event), and if so, the location where the artifact resides or the time and place of the event; and
A marking system to keep track of the ways information has been exchanged, reinterpreted, and
reused to create a more comprehensive and simplified guide to humanity’s collective knowledge and
expertise.

Digitizing the non-digital is a concept to address three
issues:
■

■

■

Tools to assemble the bigger pictures needed to document the best paths to the most relevant information
in sets rather than retrieving results item by item;
Placeholders for information that has not been digitized or was never recorded; and
Distribution to and from specific places according to
the ways it is used, the kind of information it is, and
the types of people who are able to understand it.

There is currently little distinction between all data
that have been collected or exist, versus the data and
techniques selected to draw conclusions. There are no
tools to differentiate between information under rigorous
discussion by a discipline or culture versus random bits
and pieces. There is a need to develop the equivalent of
interpretive exhibits to instruct and inspire the general
public. There is currently no way to herd information
into crowded areas to be consolidated, compressed, and
prioritized by its relationship to similar ideas and information. Citation patterns are able to show connections or
structure-related information.4 However, they currently
do not show whether the reference is for or against the
other work. There are very few big pictures.5 There is
no way to trace where an idea has led over time. The
global context proposed is not like the ancient Library of
Alexandria or large-scale contemporary initiatives. The
envisioned process looks beyond the quest to digitize or
publish every available event, artifact, and idea. It is not
about each item itself. It is being able to make sense of
the ways the same information can be viewed in different
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contexts, and being able to construct a reliable process to
search and document the results.
Having bigger pictures will allow researchers, curators,
and others to see what is missing or decide which archival
works should be converted into digital form. We do not
have the time, resources, or reasons to digitize every item
in every collection. The aim is to gradually identify what
the most telling examples are in different areas so someone
new to an event, artifact, idea, or information can see it
in various contexts and automatically be shown the most
compelling or instructive sequences first (figure 2).
A coordinated effort to overlap and see all archives
and publications by ranking accuracy and appeal to the
public in relationship to all knowledge will make it possible for entirely new lines of inquiry to be established. It
will help researchers coordinate work across disciplines.
An example of this principle today is the International
Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA).6 IVOA is a coordinated effort by astronomers worldwide to document
our universe more efficiently by systematizing their
records; showing where they originate; indicating how
they were collected; meeting their rigorous mathematical
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Figure 2. Photomosaic ® Thousands of miniature images of the civil
war combine to make one large portrait. (Courtesy of Robert Silvers)

standards; and deciding themselves how and where their
records belong in relationship to each other, and which
ones are most important. Only astronomers are qualified
to do this. The same is true in any area of humanity’s
specialized knowledge and expertise. The most difficult
aspect of creating a global context is accommodating and
expressing each area in its unique way as created from
within, while still being able to get the most descriptive
examples from all areas to fit together in a sensible and
appealing overview.
Until digital archives and publications can be deeply
searched on a global level using simpler tools and predetermined pathways accessible by anyone, two researchers in different geographic or academic areas may be
investigating the same topic from different points of view
and will not know it. There is no way to be led to the
best Internet resources. Today, as so much information
surrounds us, it is hard to believe that common lines of
inquiry could be discovered by accident. Context of the
place, time, idea, or education level should be able to
drive Internet topologies to the most appropriate online
resources.
Constructing a reliable and beautiful digital history
of all events—both natural and man-made—artifacts,
ideas, and information means contributing to and combining a wide range of knowledge, expertise, networks,
archives, and tools. Mapping digital knowledge to historical knowledge means arguing about and perfecting
an entirely new set of checks and balances. Historical and
digital knowledge are different. Historical knowledge is
fluid, continuous, and held by traditionally separated
cultures and disciplines. Digital knowledge goes everywhere that can be marked and traced by the times and
places it was created, captured, and distributed. Trying
to visualize what is happening and relating it to working
practices and the types of information that came before
it is not like tracing the history of the human race back
to Adam and Eve or the universe back to the Big Bang,
where substantial guesswork beyond our memory or
experience is involved. The entire conversion into the
networked age is happening before our eyes in less than
one generation without the benefit of reflection, careful review, and storytelling. We’re collecting everything
indiscriminately over and over again while all datasets
are rapidly expanding. We need to step back, slow down,
and acknowledge that many current digitization and
publication methods do not consistently generate reflective or reviewed results that are able to tell a story.
We do not currently have one shared map, context,
mathematical record, language, or set of symbols to
interpret from different points of view for a variety of
purposes over time. We do not currently mark the original versus subsequent interpretations of the same information as an integral component of most digital records.
There is no financial support for one single shared stor-

age space to preserve only the highest-resolution, most
agreed-upon versions because we may never be able to
agree on what they are. Therefore, there is also not one
system that can be fine-tuned to discover research and
results that may be accidentally overlapping. Instead,
unusual approaches get watered down by constrained
words designed to fit metadata requirements developed by archivists and engineers rather than the original authors. Links get broken, Web sites are no longer
maintained, trends change. There are currently very few
feasible ways to pick up on a line of inquiry previously
initiated by others without sorting through and regenerating the same information again.7 A simplified version
of the work needs to be preserved on the network, able
to be referenced by others even if they are far away, live
in a different time, or are more or less advanced in their
ways of thinking.
If digital information is reliable, someone in a remote
place or in the future should not need to collect the same
information again or unintentionally retrieve out-of-date
or duplicate results.
Searches in the public domain should not be boring.
They should be as easy to click through as TV channels, with more directions to go and better content.
All searchers should not have to start at the top like
everyone else on the first page of Google, CiteSeer, or
ArXiv with a blank white space and a box to enter key
words. Investigators should be able to outline the facts
they know, dial in measurements, specify relationships,
and generally be able to use their own knowledge and
expertise to isolate and extract entire ideas over broad
spectrums or select only relevant portions of archives
and publications to reintegrate into larger bodies of work
for further discussion.
Digital objects are able to depict more than the unaided
eye can see. An example is the evaluation of the center of
mass of Michelangelo’s David performed for David’s
restoration by the Visual Computing Lab based on a 3D
model of the statue built by Stanford University (figure
3).8 The digital David does not have mass. The original
David is a beautiful object sculpted of a known and predictable material. The model makes it possible to test restoration techniques without permanent damage in ways
no one would dare attempt on the irreplaceable original
without first knowing more. The documentation process
is an enhanced original that should be permanently
bound to the digital history of the original sculpture.
The evaluation method could be applied to other objects,
but this model belongs with this object and this type of
research. A global context built upon a solid, mathematically linked foundation would mean this conscientious
work would not be lost or need to be repeated.
Digital records are not being used nearly to their full
potential. So many influences on humanity’s intellectual
evolution could be examined as history takes shape over
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time. Concurrent and conflicting interpretations can take on
more meaning than the original by itself. For example, how
could the Internet and legal citations be used to map the
subsequent interpretations of the U.S. Constitution from
the time, place, and reasons where it was written to every
Supreme Court case and related citation since the original
context? What would this map look like (figure 4)?
The impact that these four pages of ink on paper
have had to the United States and the entire world cannot currently be examined in one volume to see where
the most contentious and useful passages are. Similar
dynamics in Wikipedia are shown in History Flow by
Martin Wattenberg at IBM Research.9 What if techniques
developed in one field could be applied to content from
another area? For example, what if computer models
created to track storms and hurricanes could be used to
arrange and watch the evolution and real world impact of
all the documents and actions associated with a war?
Being able to see how originals evolve in their interpretation and impact on society over time is practical
because not all records are worth keeping. Even worse,

mundane or meaningless events, artifacts, ideas, or information may seem more important than they actually
were if they are not translated into digital form or distributed in the right way.10
The task today is to make the most advanced ways of
thinking and working more approachable and appealing
to someone new, which is everyone outside a particular
discipline or culture, while traversing a map of humanity’s collective knowledge and expertise. Because shared
memories of this magnitude would be so far-reaching
and complex, the record itself needs to be able to show
every user how to use it. Every unique purpose for looking around, publishing, or referencing work, and adding
to or taking away from a collaborative global context
should be geared toward improvement and simplification. While millions and millions of people are accessing
enormous numbers of files and collections, some paths
are better than others. In order to sort and choose the best
parts of vast collections, documenting everyone going in
and out of various semantic places can ultimately identify the best paths to information everyone understands.
What if someone who does not care at all about paintings
makes an inquiry—which ten should they be shown to
get them interested? There is also the issue of gearing the
Internet to provide more efficient pathways to widely
accessed preapproved and curated information.
Every mouse click could accumulate to document the
most reliable pathways in and out of shared information
spaces to generate an assortment of scenarios for looking
at the same information in different ways (figure 5).11
We think there is far too much information to consolidate into one big picture, that our ideas and methods
are too incompatible to coexist comfortably in one space,
but perhaps this is not really the case. Perhaps we can
understand what is happening more clearly by working
backwards.

■

Figure 3. David’s Center of Mass (Courtesy of the Visual
Computing Lab and Stanford University)
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Proposed solution and design for a
running prototype

Even though many networks are in place and countless computers have been manufactured, technology
advances rapidly. There are very few reasons to repair
obsolete equipment or maintain outdated web resources.
Therefore, why not go back to the drawing board on all
of it? We may have completely new computers and networks within ten years, anyway.
A record-keeping and referencing system this ambitious needs to incorporate every type of record, classification scheme, symbol, style, and quirk. When visiting a new
place outside your comfort zone, it needs to be obvious
what the best local techniques are to filter and understand
the results. People new to an area need to have the option
of using tools they can invent or already know.

The Visualization of
CDT’s model demonstration project will bring
together research scientists, artists, integrators,
and institutions to develop a running prototype.
The purpose is to establish
and record a series of
planned and spontaneous situations in different
parts of the world across
Figure 4. The Constitution of the United States (Courtesy of the U.S. National Archives and Records
a range of disciplines and
Administration [NARA])
existing networks so that
these situations can be
mapped. The project will be a
group of people thinking together to confront the roadblocks in assembling incompatible ideas and information
into one context. The group will collaborate in larger and
smaller groups in roughly three-month intervals as participants continue with their existing work. The development of this system has to be dynamic, changing piece by
piece both from the bottom up and the top down while
everyone’s regular work continues. Therefore, the system
will be geared toward sample sets of active work products,
rather than the record-keeping system by itself.
The current objective is to establish a network of
ten art museums, ten scientific research institutes, and
ten new media/new technology efforts in ten cities that
speak different natural languages (for example: English,
Figure 5. Thick and Thin (Courtesy of the artist John Simon)
German, French, Italian, Hindi, Mandarin, Ga [belonging to the cluster of KWA languages in Ghana], Uzbek,
Spanish, and Arabic). The overall intent is to use mathwill be undertaken to define practical ways to move and
ematics, art, and individual ways of knowing to develop
organize ideas and information into a unified sample
a series of professional sketches to serve as shortcuts
map of previously unrelated content and techniques. For
between languages and key words in the search process.
example, at one institute, perhaps only two participants
The first step is to map the background of each of the
and four local professors will understand what that part
project participants’ previous work by time, location,
of the map is showing. Another part may only have
and discipline. The database will include scientific visumeaning to one artist. A unified map for everyone, with
alizations, art objects, performances, algorithms, mathbuilt-in copyright protection for the participating artists,
ematical formulae, musical recordings, and many other
scientists, and institutions, will be presented to nonspeforms of creative and scholarly expression. The next
cialist general publics around the world for feedback and
steps will be to hold a series of interactive workshops.
further change within specified limits. The participating
At the first workshop, the research scientists will explain
publics will be people interested in contemporary art,
the mathematics and images they use in their work. Two
cutting-edge scientific research, new media, and events
sets of artists will isolate the aesthetics to render their
where all three communities can interact.
own map through the scientists’ ideas. Two traveling
Each part of the prototype will be able to be examined
exhibits will be created, one to be experienced in perin groups to compare and contrast different elements
son, the other to be presented through a new media and
against different backgrounds. Some arrangements will
online exhibit. Both will be tracked physically and conbe assisted by the computer and network. The project
ceptually using CDT. The results will be generated and
will map everything with which each event, idea, and
interpreted using GIS, MATLAB, Photoshop, and flow
artifact has ever been associated in scale, proportion, and
visualization software. For more information, please
relative placement in the record overall. For example, if
contact the author.
the records in question are paintings, any group could
A survey of individual and institutional requirements
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be gathered together into the same reference window
without copying the images. The assembly window has
a built-in scale for the items it is showing, so they will
be displayed in the correct proportion to each other. The
system binds images of physical objects with their dimensions and the times and places they were created while
this information is known—so a user does not ever have
to guess later when looking back at any part of the record.
Any group of paintings can be automatically arranged
chronologically, by size, culture, or any number of comparisons and curatorial issues. A sample sequence is:
1. A zoomed-in map showing a group of paintings in
an exhibit. Each painting links to its history.
2. Within the map of all paintings shown in an intricate collage.
3. Inside the map of all human endeavor shown as an
appealing landscape.
Higher levels can then be used to reorganize a theme,
for example, “only Germany 2005 to 2007,” and drilling
back down to generate other exhibitions. This would lead
to other paintings and other curators’ conclusions, which
would provide a more complete representation of each
painting, exhibition, museum, curator, culture, and era.
When the records in question are scientific visualizations,
problems of presenting unrelated files together are more
complex. The records may not share a common scale
or system of reference. It may only be possible to place
mathematical constructs in contexts based on where they
originate geographically and by knowledge domain. An
important part of the work will be determining the best
contexts by which to introduce ideas or information to
untrained viewers and devising methods to start deeper
in the records using mathematical, cultural, or other prior
knowledge and preferences.
The same concept can be described by different
words, the same image can be interpreted a thousand
ways by every viewer, but mathematics is a set of rules
to ensure that certain relationships or sequences will be
precisely regenerated. Therefore, unlike most of today’s
digital records, CDTs are based on mathematics first,
images second, words last.
Ideas and information will be encoded to persist over
specified periods of time. Better examples will find higher
placement by connecting to more background information
and showing stronger relationships to larger numbers of
open questions. Cycles will be implemented to return to
the same idea later and remove information that is never
referenced or has not changed the course of the record’s
flow. Out-of-date, irrelevant, or rarely used information
has to either be compressed or be thrown away,
A new type of identity and a process to assemble and
eliminate information will be created in thirty prototype
forms showing the intertwined history of the events,
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artifacts, ideas, and information generated by the project
and all it branches out to when connecting back to the
publications, exhibits, ideas, artifacts, and other information generated by the participating individuals and
institutions. The CDT model will relate and join tables to
display all the different forms together in one map. Each
piece of information and the patterned space around it
will be documented a special way to generate drawings
leading back to originals reliably structured to transfer to
other computers and networks. They will transfer without ambiguity because the transactions and paths to the
Internet addresses are based on mathematical relationships that can be checked.
Each contributor has the first opportunity to place his
or her ideas in context and define the limits of how their
originals can be referenced, changed, and presented. At
the end of the project, the set will be closed so that it can
be cleaned of information that was only temporary, placeholders can be examined, and the entire model can be
manipulated as one whole. For more information, please
see www.contextdriventopologies.org
The more specified a single piece or set of information, the easier it will be to define its history and place it
in context. Each unique placement and priority assigned
by each individual or institution may not agree with
the priorities and placements envisioned by others, but
sooner or later, there will begin to be correspondence
and everyone will be looking very generally at the same
emerging map.

■

Conclusions

There will be innumerable contexts to create, discover,
and remark upon in the future by creating a shared pace
of curiosity and knowledge acquisition. A global context
could be used to extrapolate new knowledge from trends
that occur over longer periods of time in more places
than we currently share or document. As the envisioned
system is fine-tuned, it will become an ideal place to test
an idea that is only partially complete to see where the
idea fits or to determine if it has already been done. The
results could be immediately applied to improve education. In today’s frantic information overload, we should
not forget that digital information—and even cold, hard,
raw data—is more than ones and zeros. They represent
peoples’ work, their fingerprints; people are attached to
their data.
One wishes networks of computers could understand
one’s ideas and work, but we only show them the boring
parts. The proposed system will capture beauty so computers can help to find where it is hidden inside all the
repositories, publications, and collections through which
no person has the time to sort. The system will allow

users to specify how they think their information relates
to the rest of the world so their intended context can be
traced in the future. One hopes that using networks and
computers to compare ideas and works on larger levels
will restore craftsmanship and attention spans to make
users want to spend more time with better information.
A shared visual language driven by mathematical
relationships that can be checked will allow future historians to see where records simply will not harmonize.
Users will be able to analyze why different ways of looking can shape and divide knowledge and history as it
changes. Visiting online archives and publications will
change. Developing processes to pre-organize searches
and results for public viewing can change now by creating a system for curators and others to develop sets of
information, rather than publishing individual items on
their Web sites. Library facilities can change, and research
rooms can become multimedia centers. Networks can
broadcast content and techniques in one package.
There is not one clearly defined reason why being able
to see these kinds of overviews or make these types of
comparisons can be useful. The Internet is a worldwide
invention being constructed for a variety of purposes. A
perfectly legitimate reason to capture the history of transactions across it in a simple form is just to see what might
happen with the objective of increasing our understanding and respect for each other. The most important reason
for establishing a global context is to allow users to transfer and update complex histories, thoughts, images, studies, visualizations, drawings, flow diagrams, sequences,
transformations, cultural objects, stories, expressions, and
purely mathematical or dynamic relationships without
depending on constrained keywords or illegible codes
that do not describe this information as well as the information can describe itself. All cultures and disciplines
would be able to construct their parts of the record precisely the way they prefer. We would finally be able to use
computers to show why and how we think information
is related—a huge leap forward in the world of digital
record keeping.
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